
 by Linda Galvan on 2018-12-13

We were greeted quickly and brought into the examination room even though we
were early for the appointment. The vet and her assistant were very personable,
explained everything to me thoroughly about different procedures we could try to
manage his allergies.

NPS:

 by Lisa Love on 2018-12-09

Everyone was amazing! Very patient and spent a lot of time with us. Would highly
recommend!

NPS:

 by Joy Micale on 2018-12-05

No waiting. We were taken exactly at our appointment time. Receptionist is warm and
friendly Dr. B is very knowledgeable. She is down to earth while still being
professional. She is helpful with trying to keep costs down without compromising
quality. She spent a lot of time with my pet, but is so skilled that she knew the
diagnosis after about 5 minutes.

NPS:

 by Ines Brito on 2018-12-05

From the minute i walked in with Hannah, Garrett was fantastic. Not only did he refer
to me as mom which I loved but he was extremely sweet as well as professional. Dr
Budgin was also amazing. Trying to rule out all possibilities and choosing the best
course of action for my cat. She was super thorough. There inst enough nice things to
say about this place , it's specialist and its staff. Garret had already called me at 830
this morning to check on how my cat was doing. They understand our love for pets
and no amount of money can buy that kind of understanding and feeling of comfort
when you take your fur kids somewhere.



NPS:

 by Warren Singer on 2018-12-01

The staff were courteous, compassionate, and competent.

NPS:

 by Nancy Colavito on 2018-12-01

Dr. Budgin and the entire staff at Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology are just wonderful
people! Roxie and Angelina are feeling so much better because of the expert care
they receive.

NPS:

 by Christine Santaite on 2018-11-30

Excellent experience!

NPS:

 by Beverly Lanterman on 2018-11-29

Professional, friendly

NPS:

 by Barbara Senyszyn on 2018-11-29

Great care and service.

NPS:



 by Michelle Cilurso on 2018-11-22

The staff is very knowledgeable and caring.

NPS:

 by John Gardner on 2018-11-21

A little pricey but don't let that stop you from going there! If you love your pet like I do,
She is the best out there and worth every penny! She cares, She knows what she is
doing and lets you know the cost. I highly recommend the Riverdale Veterinary
Dermatology and my pet loves her and their qualified staff. . It's hard for me to shed
money but they know whats best for your pet!!. I have had Dog's my whole life and
well worth a visit and you will see.

NPS:

 by Patricia Bator on 2018-11-21

I would recommend them. The quality and care was excellent

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-11-16

The care given to my dog was excellent, They treated her with love and made her feel
comfortable while she was being treated for her first visit. I would highly recommend
the Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology for their pet.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-11-14

Very friendly and caring staff. They truly want the best for our pup.



NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-11-14

Pleasant and caring staff

NPS:

 by Theresa Bailey on 2018-11-13

Our German Shepherd had suffered from chronic ear and skin infections for years.
Repeated visits to regular veterinarians brought lots of bills, a tub of various useless
medications and a dog who was traumatized by vet visits. At Riverdale Veterinary
Dermatology Dr. Budgin finally got his infections / allergies under control. They found
a way to treat our vet-aggressive dog medically and compassionately. I am grateful
for their expertise and care.

NPS:

 by Janet Hilzenrath on 2018-11-08

No waiting, great staff, terrific doctor who spends as much time as needed to answer
all your questions and go over the plan for our dog Mac. By the way, Mac LOVES
coming here too!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-11-06

The office is friendly and welcoming. You worked hard to squeeze Shadow into the
busy day due to her condition, but did not make us feel rushed. Excellent attention to
detail and were wonderful about going over the diagnosis and treatment. Thank you
for taking such good care of Shadow yesterday.

NPS:



 by Jennifer Barrett on 2018-10-26

very nice facility, friendly staff great doctor

NPS:

 by Judith Strauss on 2018-10-18

Dr. Budgin is brillant caring and treats my pet with love. What more could you ask for.
The doctors and staff are quick to respond to a call or an email. Its an excellence
practice that is keeping my dog in the best possible health despite his Auto immune
disease

NPS:

 by Kathy Mindas on 2018-10-16

The staff was very friendly and helpfu

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-10-16

would surely recommend this Vet

NPS:

 by Hillary Lindner on 2018-10-12

Warm, friendly welcome in a relaxed environment. Technician introduced herself and
took immediate interest in Charley and the Dr took his time and I never felt rushed.
He even came back into the room after tending to a phone call to ask if I had anymore
questions. I appreciated our conversation about her raw food diet and look forward to
continued discussion.

NPS:



 by Glenn Thomas on 2018-10-11

RVD is perhaps the most professional vet we have encountered. From the phone call
(they actually answer the phone with a real live person - trained to help OMG-what a
concept!) to the registration process available on the internet (easy forms to fill out) to
the vet tech (Nicole is caring, professional and extremely helpful) to Dr. Jeanne
Budgin who took her time for an extremely detailed exam and was able to provide her
diagnosis and solution options. All in all an extremely well organized team.

NPS:

 by Ursula Towle on 2018-10-11

I can't say enough about this hospital. Dr. Budgin is amazing !! The entire staff are
very pleasant and genuinely care about your pet. Parnell enjoys his visits!

NPS:

 by Tracy Mifsud on 2018-10-07

My dog was so comfortable with no shaking, which he normally does at vet visits.
Within the first visit his issues were identified, as opposed to the multiple visits to his
primary vet telling me that it is his allergies. We are now on a treatment plan and I
know my furry baby will get better!

NPS:

 by Diana Hued on 2018-10-05

Awesome place. Friendly staff, excellent service and straight to the point. They
explained everything to me what is needed to do to my dog and they will give you an
estimate of what they will do before they do anything. Looking forward towards the
next visit.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2018-10-04

Did a thorough exam on my dog. Spent a lot of time doing exam. I did not feel Dr was
rushing through exam. Gave many options to take care of issue. Great experience for
myself and my dog.

NPS:

 by Angela Melia on 2018-09-29

Excellent, professional and top quality service.

NPS:

 by Kariel Aponte on 2018-09-24

The staff were excellent and absolutely gentle with my dog. Very knowledgeable and
caring.

NPS:

 by Cindy Costanza on 2018-09-21

Dr. Jeanne Budgin was amazing! She covered so many aspects of the issues with my
dog! She was on the floor sitting with me and my very scared dog. We have been
fighting some sort of skin infection for way too long and we finally found Dr. Budgin.
We are feeling positive that she will get to the bottom of this.

NPS:

 by Michaele Esposito on 2018-09-19

Excellent! Professional, friendly and very thorough.

NPS:



 by Gina Ward on 2018-09-19

We had a wonderful experience at this practice, Garrett was on his game with
knowledge and Dr budgin was very professional and Khloe loved her.. She is doing
better already!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-09-19

I felt that the exam was carefully done and the staff was nice, however, the patients
should be informed for any additional costs ( such as skin scrape) prior to it being
done. I was upset to see that some of the items we purchased at the office are much
much less expensive online. When we considered doing a skin testing on our dog, we
were quoted 1/3 of the price at other offices . I would definitely go back as well as
recommend your office to others if it wasnt for the high costs.

NPS:

 by Jacquelyn Pruiksma on 2018-09-17

Sammy is a senior cat and therefore has numerous specific treatment issues. The vet
provided a thorough examination, addressed all concerns and gave us unlimited time
at our appointment. The vet was as interested in Sammy's appearance as in his
medical care. I highly recommend Dr. Rosenberg as the vet of choice for the
treatment of animals with special needs and dermatological pathologies. Ten gold
stars!

NPS:

 by Katie Graziano on 2018-09-17

My cat is so well after being treated by them. I will always use them. My cat has been
fine with no allergic reactions for the last 6 years thanks to them.

NPS:



 by Karen Romanowski on 2018-09-14

I have always been pleased with the doctor and staff, very pleasant and very good
with our cat Stewie. I have and will continue to recommend them to everyone that
need to bring their pet to a dermatologist.

NPS:

 by Barbara Wright on 2018-09-14

Excellent care - If your pet needs dermatology care you must come here! I am so
lucky we found Riverdale Dermatology, our Westie had chronic issues and thanks to
their care she is in excellent health!

NPS:

 by Anna Safir on 2018-09-14

Dr. Budgin seemed very knowledgeable and thorough. I am confident in her ability to
get to the root of the problem and not just treat the outward symptoms. Garrett is a
great vet tech, and he made my dog and me feel very comfortable. There was a lot of
information to absorb, and he made sure I understood everything before I left. Their
ability to process blood work in-house and provide same day results iis extremely
helpful.

NPS:

 by Agnes Romlein on 2018-09-14

Excellent..from the first to last staff member we met we were impressed by their
caring, gentle, & professional manner. Dr Rosenberg was very thorough, he patiently
listened to me and made sure I understood his diagnosis. Dr Rosenberg not only
calmed Honey but was calming and reassuring for me. Many thanks. Agnes & Honey
Romlein

NPS:



 by Muriel Beerman on 2018-09-09

Excellent veterinarian. However, the cost of the meds and shampoo were incredibly
overpriced. I do not mind paying premium prices for seeing a specialist but
overcharging on meds is unfair and unprofessional.

NPS:

 by Donna Ross on 2018-09-07

Great meeting everyone at Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology. Confident my dog will
get better with proper care!

NPS:

 by Andrew Schiffer on 2018-09-06

Bodie loves seeing Dr. Rosenberg, Liz and the other RVD family members who care
for him, and so our experience with RVD has been wonderful to say the least! We
always feel that Bodie is the center of Dr. Rosenberg's attention while we are with him
(much different than other vets where it seems as if the patient is merely one of many
to be seen in too short a period of time). We often recommend Dr. Rosenberg and
RVD to other humans who might be in need of a Veterinary Dermatologist, and will
continue to do so.

NPS:

 by Patricia McKee on 2018-09-02

Dr. Budgin and Garrett were wonderful with my very newly off-the-street kitty, Pixel.
The whole visit was unrushed. Dr. Budgin was careful and alert to my questions, even
anticipating that I had an issue before I spoke. My cat, despite not being a Blue
Ribbon Winner in any cat show (any where!) was dealt with respectfully and very
kindly. I have great hopes that Pixel will get better and live a happier life if we are able
to continue under the care of the folks at Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology .

NPS:



 by Andrew Schiffer on 2018-09-01

Dr. Rosenberg and Liz and the rest of the staff are the best! Bodie was ready to adopt
Dr. Rosenberg by the end of our last visit, and that would be pretty cool adding a
derma vet to the family! lol

NPS:

 by Fran Schept on 2018-08-30

Ben (and also Jerry) and I love Dr. Budgin! Ben has a difficult condition to treat,
especially since he does not like taking most meds, but Dr. Budgin takes much time
with me thinking through options, helping me understand consequences.. Dr. Budgin
is also so warm and caring as is Liz!! (And I also appreciate Nicole's assistance with
this most recent visit.) Everyone tries hard to comfort my kitties (and me ;-) as much
as possible. It is worth crossing state lines to go to the best! Thank you RVD!

NPS:

 by Ernie Bonomo on 2018-08-29

Dr.Jeanne Budgin , actually got down on the floor with my dog Hershey for a good
portion of his initial exam !! It totally put him at ease. Never had any Dr. do that
before!!!! GREAT JOB

NPS:

 by Jessica Andres on 2018-08-25

Nothing but great things to say about this office and staff. Not only were they so
accommodating and able to work with me to get me an appointment, everyone was
so helpful and patient. The doctor and her technician helped to answer all my
questions without a hint of hesitation (or annoyance) and most importantly I did not
feel rushed and I felt like my dog was their number one priority. As an anxious dog
mom, it truly meant a lot. So glad to know my four legged son has a great team!

NPS:



 by Jill Levin on 2018-08-24

Dr. Rosenberg is professional as well as warm. He knows his stuff! My 3 Dachshunds
have been relieved of lumps and bumps and allergies in the last couple of years that
they have been under his care.

NPS:

 by Maria Puerta on 2018-08-24

Always timely and excellent service

NPS:

 by Sarah Turck on 2018-08-24

Quality care & responsive staff.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-08-19

Their entire staff is always polite , professional , and they provide comprehensive
assessments of our pets . They also give clear , concise homegoing instructions and
sincerely care for each animal they tend to . Our lab and golden retriever never
looked healthier than they did after receiving their care because their allergies were
identified,addressed , treated and resolved dramatically . !!!!

NPS:

 by Mark Redfield on 2018-08-16

We are so pleased with Kips progress, I appreciate the team effort and Dr Rosenberg
bringing my opinions into the treatment plan

NPS:



 by Kristina Donohue on 2018-08-16

Awesome experience

NPS:

 by Cindy Striano on 2018-08-16

The physicians, as well as the entire staff, are extremely competent, compassionate,
and friendly. This is a wonderful place to get care for your pets.

NPS:

 by Mark Sviridoff on 2018-08-14

Incredible place. They were able to identify what has been ailing my dog, and had an
immediate plan of how to act. If your dog has severe dermatological problems, just
come here.

NPS:

 by Sharon Lamoreaux on 2018-08-11

Dr. Budgin and her staff are extremely caring, compassionate, and most of all,
knowledgeable and effective. I am so grateful that my Cocker Spaniel is no longer
suffering with her ear problems. It was a long road to get to this point, and Dr. Budgin
happily answered my many questions and concerns along the way, despite her very
busy schedule. Thank you Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology!

NPS:

 by Levon Aharonyan on 2018-08-09



Staff are very cordial and professional; the medical care provided was thorough and
expertly performed. We are so glad to have chosen Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology
to care for our pet.

NPS:

 by Kris Lombardi on 2018-08-03

Loved the staff and doctor. So caring and wanting to find a solution to my dog who is
in pain. Such a great experience.

NPS:

 by Julie Ann Catalano on 2018-08-03

Our Brady has been suffering for years now with various skin conditions that have
been non responsive to some of the conventional treatment options available. We
changed his food, his bedding, ripped up the carpeting in our home- everything we
could think of that would be exasperating his condition. Finally our vet recommended
taking him to a veterinary dermatologist. They recommended 2 and after researching
both we decided on Riverdale. We could not be more happy with Riverdale- the staff
is incredible, the doctors are amazing and very thorough- they take the time to explain
everything they are doing during the examination and then go over their observations
and findings, present treatment options and explain why they are recommending a
certain course of action. The staff took the time after our visit to go over all the
medications prescribed and even gave me a step by step hands on tutorial on how to
properly clean Brady's ears. Riverdale is great - they care about your pet and they
care about helping you care for your pets.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-07-28

It is quite obvious how much the staff at Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology love
animals. They treat your pet like a member of the family.

NPS:



 by Deborah Davis on 2018-07-25

My cat Sam got way better attention and care than I get myself. Office is pretty and
staff and Dr Budgin were wonderful.

NPS:

 by Arleen Coyle on 2018-07-23

Always a pleadure to see Dr. Rosenberg and his caring staff. My beardie, who has
been a patient for about two years is now in his best state if health. He deals with a
rare and painful auto immune disease, Symmetrical Lupoid Onchodystrophy, plus he
is hypo-thyroid, skin and has paw pad issues. I have been to many vets over my 50
years of dog ownership, and this group really cares. If you want a vet who will partner
with you to help your dog, i would look no further.

NPS:

 by Elissa Fulton on 2018-07-21

Everyone was great the visit was a little long.

NPS:

 by Jessica Schmidt on 2018-07-20

Dr Budgin was very thorough and I appreciated all the detail she gave me about all of
the treatment options.

NPS:

 by Bill Racko on 2018-07-19

Dr Rosenberg shows concern for Samson's problems and sincerely tries to correct
them. His recommended treatments have worked extremely well and we appreciate
that. The staff is very competent and caring as well.



NPS:

 by Brigida Lopes on 2018-07-18

I love that people they take care with me and my lovely friend Bella. They are so
kindness

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-07-17

Information received was very thorough and understandable. I felt very comfortable
that my baby Bo was well taken care of.

NPS:

 by Debbie Graner on 2018-07-17

Kind and caring professional staff!

NPS:

 by Patricia Horsting on 2018-07-12

excellent. Very friendly, accomodating.; No long wait. I would highly recommend this
office

NPS:

 by Steve Van Seggern on 2018-07-12

Great staff that cares!

NPS:



 by Dona Whalen on 2018-07-07

I have had wonderful experiences with the staff and doctors since 2013. My dog (
Westie ) Bonnie has made a huge improvement in her skin allergies. She has her
serum which I administer every 12 days and has rarely had a single skin sore. Dr.
Rosenberg is a very compassionate man, and really knows his specialty. I give this
practice 5 stars! So glad we found this group!

NPS:

 by Kerstin Tuebel on 2018-07-07

The visit is always great! No waiting time at all...the appointments are very well
planned! Bella is always treated with great respect! Dr. Budgin and her stuff are super
friendly and they answer every question very precisely so that everyone understands
it! I feel that Bella is not just a dog to them but a patient...I would recommend them to
everyone whos pet needs a dermatologist! Great experience and over all very helpful!

NPS:

 by Patty Harvey on 2018-07-07

Everything was done very professional. We felt cared for and like Callie mattered to
the staff. She had a thorough exam and many helpful things were discussed.

NPS:

 by Darwin Erazo on 2018-06-29

Always a good experience

NPS:



 by Melanie Tomiello on 2018-06-28

The doctor spent a long time with me and i was very impressed with their efforts to
make Loki comfortable before the exam began. . It is expensive but I was able to
choose which procedures I was willing to pay for before they were performed.

NPS:

 by Diane Lett on 2018-06-21

Everyone was very friendly and made Riley feel comfortable. Testing was done with
as little discomfort for my dog as possible. He left quite happy. He especially loved
the toy he was given, though once home, the poor toy didn't stay in one piece too
long.

NPS:

 by Judith Hall on 2018-06-14

Great atmosphere and wonderful service, everything was explained in great detail.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-06-09

Very helpful and friendly

NPS:

 by Mireille Goldstone on 2018-06-05

Could not be better! Thank you for the excellent care that Tasha receives from you,
although she is giving you a hard time.

NPS:



 by Amanda Jolly on 2018-06-02

I am so glad I made the hour and half drive to your facility! Everyone in your office
was so pleasant and knowledgeable. I highly recommend if your animal is having a
skin/allergy issue they will have the answer on how to help!

NPS:

 by Kristina Leroy on 2018-06-01

Dr. Rosenberg is very knowledgeable and gives a very thorough examination. He had
helped my german shepard tremendously.

NPS:

 by Vera O'Shea on 2018-05-31

Yesterday was our first experience at Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology. We had an
A+ experience with the Dr. Budgin and the entire staff. Dr. Budgin did a thorough
examination of our dog and we have 100% confidence in her. She spent a lot of time
with our little girl and was very gentle and kind. The staff is friendly, organized and
efficient. The beautifully renovated older home provides a peaceful environment...also
very clean! And, I might add, it is the first time I ever saw a Keurig coffee station for
pet parents. I would highly recommend this office without reservation.

NPS:

 by Anastasia Martino on 2018-05-30

Had a very good experience there. While I was there for quite some time due to
patients being back up; the staff was very kind and apologetic regarding the situation.
There was terrible traffic that day so I understand. Dr. B was very patient and sweet
to my pup who was very nervous. She was informative and helpful as I am not
well-versed in my dog's allergies.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2018-05-29

Highly recommend... Dr Budgin is very companionate and through when she
examined our dog, and spent as much time as we needed and explained what she
found and how we should go forward to treat her. I would highly recommend not only
Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology but also Dr. Budgin

NPS:

 by Wayne Figueira on 2018-05-22

very informative

NPS:

 by Wendy Galarza on 2018-05-18

The service was excellent. The doctor and nurse and the whole staff treated my cat
as if it was their own. They truly cared about my cat's health and did everything
needed to give her the best chance to get healthy again. They also made me feel so
comfortable. They explained everything so clear about my cats health problems and
the solutions. When it comes to my pets care I want the best and Riverdale Veterinary
Dermatology gave us exactly that. Thank you once again

NPS:

 by Jennifer Meade-Healy on 2018-05-18

Had our first visit to Riverdale with my 4 legged daughter, Emma, and I was very
impressed with the level of care and service! The techs and doctor were extremely
knowledgeable, thorough and very friendly. We came in as new patients but left the
appointment feeling like part of the family. Highly recommend:-)

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-05-16



reasonable wait time; friendly staff;

NPS:

 by Lillian Guerra on 2018-05-15

The staff is amazing and the doctor is amazing.

NPS:

 by Sandra Martin on 2018-05-11

I am very extremely pleased with the care Sassha receives at Riverdale.

NPS:

 by John Schepps on 2018-05-09

You Suck

NPS:

 by Tatiana Solovieva on 2018-04-29

Very professional and pleasant

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-04-27

Excellent care!

NPS:



 by Mary Ellen Snow on 2018-04-21

Caring and thorough staff. Made us feel comfortable.

NPS:

 by Maureen O'Rourke on 2018-04-20

Very caring dr + individuals at Riverdale dermatology.

NPS:

 by Nancy Konnerth on 2018-04-20

Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology has been a life saver for our rescue Ky. So thankful
we found them.

NPS:

 by Michael Eckelman on 2018-04-18

Awesome, as always!!!

NPS:

 by Sarah Vogel on 2018-04-18

I am so pleased and relieved with our visit to RVD! Our puppy Bonnie is already
feeling better from her treatment and we are so appreciative for the care and
kindness everyone at the clinic gave her.

NPS:



 by Maggali Colon on 2018-04-13

They were caring and attentive.. and most importantly my Troy was comfortable and
loved it there

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-04-13

Lexi has been a patient since 2007. She was under the care of Dr. Rhodes, Dr.
Radwanski and currently , under Dr. Rosenberg. The doctors are all very caring and
knowledgeable. Lexi is currently 13 years old and doing very well in spite of her
history of skin infections. I am very thankful to the doctors and the staff at Riverdale
Veterinary Dermatology. They helped get Lexi through many tough infections. Setting
up appointments is not difficult and phone calls are always returned in a prompt
manner. Everyone is so helpful.

NPS:

 by Susan Destefano on 2018-04-13

Cody and I were very happy with our visit to Dr. Budgin. He received the most
thorough examination imaginable == and seemed to tolerate all the poking and
prodding well. Apart from not wanting to have his photo taken, I couldn't have asked
for a better experience.

NPS:

 by Pam Newman on 2018-04-12

Staff, nurses and doctor are all wonderful. Very friendly and professional. Timely with
information and directions on how to give medication which is helpful to me and
wonderful with my dog.

NPS:



 by Catherine Moyles on 2018-04-10

Very professional and knowledgeable .

NPS:

 by Virginia Scotti on 2018-04-08

Your office team who are wonderful, patient, and understanding. Your treatment
suggestions made us feel confident when we left. Thank you for making our visit a
pleasant one.

NPS:

 by Yousria(U-C) Fleming on 2018-04-05

Great job with our dog Taylor who got an environmental alergy and the only one
diagnosed it right is Riverdale Dermatology. Greatly appreciated. Thank you. Taylor,
Don and Youssy.

NPS:

 by Hyun Min Lee on 2018-03-31

Everyone was very kind and friendly.

NPS:

 by Kimberly Jin on 2018-03-30

I love this place! All staff members are super cool! Dr. Budgin is beyond professional
and KNOWLEDGEABLE! She is the most fabulous vet I have met and I admire her
profession so much! After multiples of other vet visits where else till I came to Dr.
Budgin yesterday, I finally felt confident to say : my Charlie is finally in good hands =
under Dr. Budgin’s hands!! Will carefully follow directions to administer Charlie for the
next 7-10 days on his new med and will recheck later. Thank you Dr. Budgin!! I will
also write up review on Google and Yelp. I hope all other problem issued kitties’



parents will know this place and bring their furry babies for accurate and professional
treatments. We are our furry babies’ Only human & Only family. All we human can do
for them is to provide the best we can for our beloved furry family members. Came to
Riverdale Dermatologist office, me and Charlie felt loving and care from the entire
office. It’s a warm and happy vet office. Thank you all!

NPS:

 by Albert Palumbo on 2018-03-29

My buddy Frank was having skin issues. After many trips to my Vet, and poor Frank
having a bath once a week for six weeks and applying essential oils on his hair lose
spots his condition did not change. So many maybe its this maybe its that answers. A
friend of the family recommended Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology. I never knew
there were Dermatologists for pets. You would think my Vet would have told me so. It
makes you feel its just about the money and not your pet. Dr Budgin is wonderful.
Very down to earth & caring. She gave Frank a complete examination ( which she
does on every visit ). Dr Budgin said we should put Frank on an elimination diet .
Something Frank was eating was causing the problem. It was hard but we stuck to it (
Frank is a great beggar ) and it a couple of months was was improving. He all better
now being very careful what we feed him.

NPS:

 by Colleen Flanagan on 2018-03-25

Every single person that works here are wonderful and really take great care of your
pet!

NPS:

 by Michaele Esposito on 2018-03-20

Very thorough and actually Enjoyable! Everyone took great care of Puppy Magic and
was interested in his well-being.

NPS:



 by Kathy Kieb on 2018-03-16

Caring helpful staff

NPS:

 by Linda Asan on 2018-03-15

RVD has been a great experience. The support staff are very welcoming and
professional. Dr. Budgin was very welcoming also. She treated Louie as if he was her
only patient. She explained to us his conditions in lay-man terms. We are so happy to
have chosen RVD and will continue to do so.

NPS: N/A

 by Linda And Gary Joehnk on 2018-03-11

Very helpful Kailua is a lot better.

NPS:

 by Paula Feinberg on 2018-03-10

I was very pleased with how they treated my dog and their medical knowledge

NPS:

 by Melissa Bogen on 2018-02-28

The staff were all professional, knowledgeable, and friendly. The office and
examination areas are clean and comfortable. I was impressed with the care and
attention I & my cat received.

NPS:



 by Jennifer Renda on 2018-02-27

I drive over an hour to bring my dog to see the doctors at this vet. I absolutely love the
workers, vets and experience my pet has when he goes there. Thanks for being so
great!!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-02-26

DR. JEANNE BUDGIN is amazing! I only wish they were also a regular vet. They truly
love animals and it shows how much they care. I only wish I could find a regular vet in
the area that has the same passion like Dr. Budgin has.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-02-23

Everyone took such great care and patience with my dog. They truly love animals and
want her to be her best. Fantastic Dr and staff. Extremely knowledgeable and willing
to find what works best for our individual dog.

NPS:

 by Emma Ritter on 2018-02-23

Riverdale always provides exceptional care for Ricky. He loves you!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-02-22

The entire staff were friendly, answered all my questions and made my dog feel right
at home.

NPS:



 by Andrea Veltre on 2018-02-22

Awesome people who are also with amazing with dogs!!!!

NPS:

 by Anne Merla on 2018-02-18

The office was easy to get to, I came from NY. The office is very clean and warm it
reminded me of being in someone’s home vs a vets office I found the staff to be
extremely nice, caring and professional. Love Dr. Budgin!

NPS:

 by Mark Redfield on 2018-02-17

Both my wife and I were made to feel very comfortable, and Garrett is a gem. Thank
you Dr Rosenberg for helping us understand exactly what track we need to be on for
Kip

NPS:

 by Susan Kelly on 2018-02-17

excellent. Both the doctor and the vet tech spent so much time with us. Very patient. I
felt as if my dog would get great relief. Within 24 hours she stopped itching !!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-02-16

It was a very nice experience. Everyone that worked there was very helpful. The
office was very clean and organized. It was a stress free office. So very happy that
they found out what was wrong with Bailey. Thank you



NPS:

 by Robert Carozza on 2018-02-16

Always a pleasure working with Dr. Budgin, her attention, thoroughness and
explanations of the condition and treatments are exemplary, and the staff are cheery,
accommodating and caring.

NPS:

 by Lynne Mandel on 2018-02-16

Came to my first visit on a referral. I was impressed with the friendliness of the staff
and the warmth and genuine caring Dr. Rosenberg showed my sweet Faye and me. I
was also reassured by the different tests performed and the results as they were
shown and explained to me. I am confident Faye's surgery will eliminate her condition
and she'll be a happy and carefree kitty once again.

NPS:

 by Debra Rose on 2018-02-16

extremely clean, friendly, comforting, very informative.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-02-15

The entire staff is very pleasant , compassionate , kind and knowledgeable ..Our dogs
have improved dramatically as a result of their assessment and treatment plan . Very
thorough with explaining the dogs situation to the owner and reviews a
comprehensive treatment plan with owner .. I would refer anyone to them . They are
terrific !!

NPS:



 by Lee Reif on 2018-02-11

Very pleasant. Was very pleased with the staff and dr rosenberg. Never had the
feeling that I was being rushed. Dr rosenberg call me with a Treatment plan and was
very patient and explaining it to me

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-02-07

pleasant experience. time was spent with my dog, examination processes were well
explained and lively discussion held on his needs. S

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-02-07

The staff were very amiable and friendly. they treated my dog with gentleness and
care and discussed her issues and treatment plan clearly. It was an amazing
experience for both my dog and myself.

NPS:

 by Dell Norris on 2018-02-06

The Vet and his staff were top notch. My dog is a little skiddish and she felt very safe
and loved. At one point she was just laying on the rug in the exam room like she was
at home.

NPS:

 by Susan Rudbart on 2018-02-05

I appreciate the quick results. Care was great. Most important he feels better.

NPS:



 by Bernadette Matrisciano on 2018-02-04

Absolutely, positively recommended for your pets dermatology / allergy needs.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-02-03

All of the staff was professional, courteous and handled our cat gently. The exam was
thorough and the doctor answered all of our questions.

NPS:

 by Donna Michel on 2018-02-02

I’m very pleased with the help and attention you all provided warm and friendly
atmosphere, hoping to have Bubba back to normal very soon thank u

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-02-02

Dr. Budgin was absolutely amazing. She was super helpful, caring and beyond
thorough. I am so grateful I was able to see Dr. Budgin who helped my pet's skin
disorder tremendously.

NPS:

 by Joe Defrancesco on 2018-02-02

Care&patience

NPS:



 by Anon on 2018-01-28

Everyone was so friendly and helpful. We resisted visiting a specialist for our dog's
condition because we thought it would be time consuming and costly. I wish we had
come sooner.

NPS:

 by Amy King on 2018-01-27

Dr. Rosenberg spent a lot of time with Buttercup looking at every inch of her to
determine what was wrong and to find any other issues that we may not have noticed.
The staff is extremely friendly and thorough. Wait time is only a few minutes which is
great when you are dealing with a nervous dog! Would highly recommend Riverdale
Vet to everyone!

NPS:

 by Linda Vitale on 2018-01-27

Professional and courteous as always

NPS:

 by John Longo on 2018-01-26

Our experience was very pleasant. The doctor was very caring and gentle, and she
gave our dog a very thorough examination, She provided us with the proper
medication for her to recover, and we will back in one month for her to examine our
dog once more. I heartily recommend Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology.

NPS:

 by Michael Monaco on 2018-01-26



Very, Very thorough. The Dr. spent an hour with Rebecca and a treatment plan was
given. Healing started 12 hours later. Great staff and pleasant
atmosphere/experience. Michael Linkin Park, New Jersey

NPS:

 by Christine Hartmann on 2018-01-26

Very friendly and thorough!!! My Oliver enjoyed his visit

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-01-24

Excellent experience with the Veterinarian and staff. They thoroughly explained all
diagnostic options, potential causes, and potential future treatment options. There
was no pressure to pursue a specific course of action, and the vet took time to write a
summary of all options discussed at the visit. The staff also handled our dog with
great care, making it a less stressful experience for him. The only drawback was that
we waited for about 20 minutes to be seen, and spent 1.5h in total for the visit. I
appreciated that we weren't rushed through our visit, were able to ask as many
questions as possible, and could have some diagnostic procedures performed
on-site, but new patients should expect that this will not be a fast visit.

NPS:

 by Beverley Long on 2018-01-24

Knowledgeable, skilled and compassionate people

NPS:

 by Darcy Litt on 2018-01-23



Dr. Rosenberg and his staff are excellent. Penny Lane's exam was so thorough. I was
pleased that he asked so many questions, in order to make a diagnosis. His
explanation of her condition was very detailed, and easy to understand. I highly
recommend Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology.

NPS:

 by Lynn Howells on 2018-01-23

The care and professionalism we receive from everyone at Riverdale is amazing. It
has transformed our dog's life Robert Howells

NPS:

 by Elaine Somers on 2018-01-19

Very helpful staff and terrific dr. Clean well appointed rooms. Followed up with us the
next day.

NPS:

 by Jeffrey Goodfriend on 2018-01-18

Staff was very nice and exam was very detailed and i felt my dog was in good hands.

NPS:

 by Kathleen Danielson on 2018-01-12

My dog and I had a wonderful experience. Staff was friendly and doctor spent a lot of
time examining Wizzy and trying to find the right treatment for his skin condition.

NPS:



 by Cynthia King on 2018-01-12

We are very happy with the progress that our Mady makes each time we visit. Dr.
Budgin makes her health a priority, we are grateful for that.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-01-12

RVD always takes great care of Charlie!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-01-06

We are feeling very hopeful that our pup has a medical plan that will have a
successful outcome. Dr. Rosenberg was very patient in gathering as much
information as possible before making a plan of action. My husband and I both felt
like our concerns were heard and treated with care. Garett was nothing short of
amazing. He is so knowledgeable and helpful. It is clear he cares just as much about
proper treatment for our pup as the doctor. I am so glad for our Vet to have
recommended this dermatology practice. Hopeful we will see successful results.

NPS:

 by Bill Racko on 2018-01-04

As always we appreciate the care and interest Dr Rosenberg provides to get to the
bottom of Samson's problems. The entire staff is helpful and caring also. All
medications were explained and written instructions were given as to how they were
to be administered. Very pleased with the efforts put forth to cure Samson of his
discomfort.

NPS:

 by Arpi Zarokyan on 2018-01-04



We feel safe with Dr Budgin she is an excellent Dr , she notices everything and i love
the way she examines my dog thank you

NPS:

 by Darwin Erazo on 2018-01-01

Great and professional.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-12-29

Caring, professional, thorough

NPS:

 by Sharon Lamoreaux on 2017-12-29

Dr. Budgin is highly skilled and knowledgeable, and she really cares about her
patients.

NPS:

 by Melody Kramm on 2017-12-29

Everyone at Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology is wonderful! What I appreciate most
is how Dr. Budgin is very thorough during my dog’s exams and she is willing to
answer any and all questions I may have in regards to my dog’s health. I also
appreciate how they are very quick to follow up with me if I send them an email about
my dog. My dog has visited with Dr. Budgin several times now and while my dog
doesn’t enjoying going, Dr. Budgin and everyone do a great job at making her feel
more comfortable and at ease being there.

NPS:



 by Theresa Kasper on 2017-12-28

The whole staff was very good . Appreciate the attention my Dog received and the
caring of the staff and Dr.

NPS:

 by Elena Muscarella on 2017-12-28

A very Professional, knowledgeable and friendly staff.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-12-28

Dr. Rosenberg and his team are thorough, friendly, and patient. They also know their
stuff!

NPS:

 by Kathleen Cully on 2017-12-21

Compassionate, extensive and competent care.

NPS:

 by Joan Kaplan on 2017-12-14

Benji’s care was exceptional. The staff really took their time to fully examine him and
all of his records and history. I highly recommend them.

NPS:



 by Lauren Burckhard on 2017-12-14

Always a great experience at Riverdale derm! Rascal is always treated with love and
great care. The techs are great and not to mention Dr. Budgin!

NPS:

 by Susan Cancro on 2017-12-13

Dr. Rosenberg and staff are always willing to answer questions and explain the
situation.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-12-13

Very informative

NPS:

 by Barbara Wright on 2017-12-12

We are so happy. Our Dixie is so healthy now. Excellent care

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-12-08

Very knowledgeable, caring and professional

NPS:

 by Samantha Kahn on 2017-12-07



We have been bringing our Bullmastiff Moose to RVD for about a year and a half
now. We absolutely love Dr.Rosenberg and his staff. They answer every question I
have at our appointments (which can sometimes be a lot) and respond to every email
I send within a day if not sooner. We travel over an hour to RVD and will continue to
do so. Dr.Rosenberg and his staff care about each of their patients as if they were
their own. Moose has severe allergy/skin issues and I would not trust taking my boy
to any one else. Thank you Dr.Rosenberg and staff!!

NPS:

 by Cassita Massiah on 2017-12-06

This was my first visit with recommendations from a pet lover. The Doctor was very
thorough with her examination of my pet. It was as if I was at my own Doctor getting a
physical examination. I am very pleased.

NPS:

 by Liz Nasca on 2017-12-05

Dr. Rosenberg is wonderful! Everyone is very caring and always helpful. Always
happy to answer questions or concerns.

NPS:

 by Kim & Phil Dalton on 2017-12-05

Clinically the very best, always pleasant and patient.

NPS:

 by Karen Caretsky on 2017-12-01

Dr. Rosenberg is just awesome. We don't like having allergies, but our visits to Dr.
Rosenberg's office is always a positive experience. He takes as much time as
necessary to discuss our pet's needs. He answers all of our questions and he is
genuinely concerned about our pet's health.



NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-11-30

Excellent staff and doctor!

NPS:

 by Andrew Featherman on 2017-11-30

The doctors take the time to listen to the patient's parents' story about their issues
and try to find solutions. Their follow-up and concern is wonderful, especially the
support staff!

NPS:

 by Adriene Mariano on 2017-11-30

Everyone was so nice and it was great to get answers and get detailed instructions
for my dog moose

NPS:

 by Tom Monaghan on 2017-11-29

Everyone was wonderful...thank you!!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-11-29

Dr. took her time to examined our dog from head to toe... probably one of the more
through exams she has ever had... we were able to come up with a treatment plan
and we could be happier



NPS:

 by Nancy Konnerth on 2017-11-28

This practice has done wonders for our rescue Ky. She has terrible allergies to all
trees. While she will always have the allerhy her symptoms are managed and she is
such a lobong and happy black lab.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-11-28

Dr. Rosenberg and his staff are the best! They have succeeded not only in treating
my highly allergic dog physically but also in making him feel as calm and comfortable
as possible during our visits. They are worth the 45 minute drive!

NPS:

 by Vivian Araujo on 2017-11-24

My experience was great, the doctor was friendly, thorough when checking my dog.
She seeemd genuinely interested in getting the skin problem solved for my dog.

NPS:

 by Ken Manowiecki on 2017-11-22

Had very good results taking care of my dogs problem .

NPS:

 by Susan Meier on 2017-11-15



Dr. Budgin and the staff were very attentive and caring for both my husband and me
and gentle and loving with our dog.

NPS:

 by Mellisa Prata on 2017-11-15

After spending quite a bit of money over the years and general veterinarians, no one
has done thorough examination and precise treatment plan as RVD

NPS:

 by Einer Munoz on 2017-11-09

Very attentive and thorough. I feel like my pup is in great hands here.

NPS:

 by Debra Evans-Shlam on 2017-11-08

We enjoy the fact that Buddy is treated with kindness and that you were able to find
his medical problem and treat them.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-11-04

This was our first visit to the practice. I found the exam to be very thorough and not
rushed. Both the physician, assistant and staff were friendly and informed.

NPS:

 by Muriel Beerman on 2017-11-04



The entire experience was excellent. The receptiniest was welcoming, the vet tech
was knowledgeable and gentle and the veterinarian was extremely thorough. I highly
recommend Riverdale.

NPS:

 by Kyle Chu on 2017-11-03

Very thorough and comprehensive exam, doctors and staff are knowledgeable and
patient. Only complaint is that the clinic takes me an hour to drive to, which isn't their
fault.

NPS:

 by Pat & Bill Lang on 2017-11-02

Very personalized care, treating the patient like a member of the family. At the same
time, the level of knowledge and professionalism inspires confidence in the doctor
and staff. Great people, great care, great experience.

NPS:

 by Jean Taras on 2017-10-29

The vet technicians and doctor were super thorough and very sweet with Oscar. I left
feeling a bit better about why he keeps getting infections and have started him on a
regimen that, hopefully, will help for the long term.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-10-27

We were impressed by the genuine care and professionalism.

NPS:



 by Cindy Striano on 2017-10-26

Dr. Rosenberg and Nicole were wonderful. He is clearly both very knowledgeable and
has a wonderful bedside manner. Nicole was also great, she was friendly and worked
well with Phoebe. I was impressed with both the office setting and the care that
Phoebe received. Lots of options in her plan of care, all of which were research
based. It was a great experience and I would highly recommend this office to anyone
who is looking for exceptional dermatological care for their pet. Feel like we may
finally get to the bottom of the "itching."

NPS:

 by Anna Pagnozzi on 2017-10-21

Dr. Rosenberg and Amanda were friendly and very kind to our Bichon Frise, Max.
They both answered all of our questions and concerns. It was a true pleasure meeting
both of them and I would recommend anyone in need of a thorough skin exam for
their pet to see the doctor.

NPS:

 by Maria Maresciallo on 2017-10-20

The staff was very friendly and everything was explained to us extremely well.

NPS:

 by Sandra Martin on 2017-10-19

My only issue I am finding with Sassha is the fact she will not eat the special food. I
have had this in the past when she needed to go onto a special diet. She is very
fussy. I need to know if there is a alternate route we can approach this matter. She
really can not go without eating after all she has been thru in the past.

NPS:



 by Alexandra Treires on 2017-10-19

Dr. Budgin and the entire staff at RVD were very knowledgable, professional and
accommodating. My young dog has been experiencing skin issues for the past month
and the staff throughly examined her condition to make a diagnosis and treatment
plan. I look forward to my puppies improvement and the continued support of RVD.

NPS:

 by Patricia Collins on 2017-10-18

I'm very pleased with Dr. Rosenberg,he takes time and explains everything.My dog
Toby is doing much better with his itching.He gave me something that's really helping
him.

NPS:

 by Michael Eckelman on 2017-10-18

As always, a great experience.

NPS:

 by Nancy Konnerth on 2017-10-14

This is a great practice, has been able to help Ky when no other practice vould.

NPS:

 by Kristina Leroy on 2017-10-12

Office Visit is extremely friendly and knowledgable. Doctor makes you feel very
comfortable. This office really cares for your pet . Would definetly recommend this
office.

NPS:



 by Katie Graziano on 2017-10-11

Very good. My pets allergies have been under control since he's been under their
care.

NPS:

 by Lisa Skutnik on 2017-10-11

Staff were friendly and professional and took time and care with Max! Very thorough
assessment and developed a detailed plan of care with my input. Thank you!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-10-06

Love the change I've seen in my baby

NPS:

 by Jim Havlicek on 2017-10-05

Dr Budgin and staff were beyond professional and caring. Most importantly were spot
on in curing our dog. Beyond pleased!

NPS:

 by Brian Scrocca on 2017-10-05

The entire staff, Dr. included is professional, courteous and responsive. I have
recommended Riverdale to friends.

NPS:



 by Colin West on 2017-10-05

All around excellent experience, Doctors and techs were very attentive

NPS:

 by Linda Galvan on 2017-09-29

Easy to schedule appointment, friendly, helpful staff and vets.

NPS:

 by Jeff Fisher on 2017-09-26

I have been there before with my other lab, Birdie, and my experience then was
excellent,. But that was before Dr Rosenberg took over the practice. My experience
this time with Birdie and Duke with Dr Rosenberg couldn;'t have been better, I am a
physician, so Dr Rosenberg explained things to me in clear, logical medical
terminology.

NPS:

 by Toby & Rebecca Senoglu on 2017-09-24

I love it there and my dog Leo loves it there.. the hour drive is worth it

NPS:

 by Victoria Newquist- Corvino on 2017-09-23

Staff was very kind with Spencer. They were thorough in both his exam and filling us
in on all the information and options, with no expectation. I truly appreciated their help
and time, which was extensive and valued.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2017-09-23

This was our first visit to Riverdale, having been referred there by our regular
veterinarian. We were impressed! The facility was modern and clean. Dr. Budgen and
her assistant, Liz, gave Jimmy a thorough exam. They spent ample time with us to
insure that we understood their diagnosis of Jimmy's problem. We especially
appreciated the written documentation that gave us the technical terms of his
evaluation, and that same paperwork spells out the dosage instructions for his
medication. We like that reinforcement!

NPS:

 by Rose Maresca on 2017-09-22

Everyone was great and Doctor was very thorough!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-09-21

While I appreciate everything you do to make Lucy comfortable during her worst
allergy outbreaks, the cost of treatment is getting out of hand. I am in a different
financial situation than I was when I first came to Riverdale Dermatology several
years ago. I'm not sure I will be able to continue her treatment with the current prices
you charge.

NPS:

 by Diana DelGrosso on 2017-09-20

The staff was extremely friendly and knowledgeable. I have never been to a specialist
for my dog before and this was a great first experience. Would definitely recommend!
My dog, Shadow, was given a thorough examination and sent home with a treatment
plan to help his itch paws. I really appreciate the time and dedication that was spent
with him.

NPS:



 by Rhoda Cohen on 2017-09-19

Appointments are always punctual. There's no waiting. The doctor spends a lot of
time explaining what is happening and never rushes you.

NPS:

 by Kathy Kieb on 2017-09-17

Very thorough, professional and compassionate. Dr Budgin and staff take care of my
pet as if he were there own. Always take their time explaining protocol of care and
procedures done for my dog. Thank you from Kathy Kieb and U2.

NPS:

 by Jackie Dessel on 2017-09-15

Everyone was very welcoming, kind, caring and professional.

NPS:

 by Joseph Glorioso on 2017-09-14

very professional and knowledgable. I would advise anyone to seek help for their pets
skin problem from these fine docs.

NPS:

 by Karl Corino on 2017-09-14

From start to finish, this has been an awesome experience! We are so impressed with
Dr. Rosenberg. He was very kind, thorough, didn't rush the process, and explained all
procedures and results in detail. One of the best vets we've ever met and will always
be Holly's dermatologist from now on. In fact, we're taking Dr. Rosenberg and staff



with us to Florida next year when we move - they're that good! Thanks to Liz too (Dr.
Rosenberg's assistant). She couldn't have been sweeter. That goes for the staff who
handle the front desk too. Everyone has been so kind and efficient. We wish our
(human) doctor's offices were this organized and ran so well. A special thanks to
everyone for taking such great care of us and especially our "Princess" Holly.

NPS:

 by Stacey Fishman on 2017-09-06

Max was treated with care and thoroughly researched for diagnosed.

NPS:

 by Jacquelyn Pruiksma on 2017-09-05

Sammy is a senior cat - 17 and has multiple concerns, all of which are addressed and
attended to at Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology. The doctors provide client specific
care and their interest in the whole animal is very much appreciated. Sammy
continues to thrive with the appropriate treatment for his needs. He is happy and
healthy. Thank you to the vets past and present who care for Sammy.

NPS:

 by Kaitlin Ryan on 2017-09-01

Dr. Rosenberg was very knowledgeable and helpful!

NPS:

 by Nancy Bauer on 2017-08-31

Dr. Rosenberg and Liz are wonderful. They are caring and listen when I express my
concerns. Lola is in good hands.

NPS:



 by Carol Conger on 2017-08-30

Very professional experience. Doctors and staff very nice. A little bit of shock at my
bill!

NPS:

 by Barbara Sansverie on 2017-08-24

We were exhausted trying to get help for Rocky a recent adopted Maltese. I felt very
relaxed and relieved to know that help and comfort can be achieved. Possibly over an
extended period of time but can hopefully be done for Rocky

NPS:

 by Lisset Penton on 2017-08-20

Organized. Gracious staff. Dr Rosenberg is kind , caring and knowledgeable. Been
going there for years

NPS:

 by Victoria Scala on 2017-08-18

Amazing!! Everyone cares so much about our pets and the care even spills over to
the owners. Passion and caring makes everyone feel as if we've known each other
for years.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-08-17

Doctor and Veterinary Assistant were friendly and thorough.

NPS:



 by Lillian Guerra on 2017-08-13

Dr Rosenberg gives expert professional care, and is extremely knowledgeable and
thorough. Gentle kind to my dog Rex. I am confident that I am in good hands.

NPS:

 by Arleen Coyle on 2017-08-12

Dr. Rosenberg and his wonderful staff have been treating my Bearded Collie, Boss
for more than a year. Boss unfortunately, has many dermatology problems, including
a rare and painful auto-immune disease called Symmetrical Lupoid Onchodystrophy.
We came to Dr. Rosenberg after a bad experience with another derm vet. Now, after
a year of interactions with Dr. Rosenberg and his staff, I can honestly say that this
group truly cares about the health and comfort of your beloved companion. You are
not just a number and your questions and concerns are addressed in a timely matter;
phone calls and emails are answered. They have compassion and a genuine love of
what they are doing. My dog was so sick and lifeless when we first came to the
practice. There was almost nothing left of the fun-loving dog he had been; and he was
only four years old. Dr. Rosenberg has been open about trying different treatments for
Boss. Now Boss is playful again. He has regrown most of the hair he lost and he is
much more comfortable with his skin. Unfortunately, there is no cure for the SLO, but
I know that my dog will have the best quality of life possible under Dr. Rosenberg's
care.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-08-11

Everyone was very compassionate, professional and helpful. First time we went and I
am sure we will continue to receive the same, wonderful service when we return.

NPS:

 by Jess Shepherd on 2017-08-11



The staff was very sweet and amazing to us and our fur baby. They explained
everything in easy to understand terms and more than once to make sure we got it
all.

NPS:

 by Blake Mergel on 2017-08-10

The doctor's and staff are very thorough with their exams. Very nice people to deal
with.

NPS:

 by Bernadette Matrisciano on 2017-08-04

Extremely kind and caring doctors and staff, extremely knowledgeable doctors, open
lines of communication via phone & email. Totally trust my babies in their care !!
Highly recommend them for all you pet dermatology needs !!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-08-03

i was on time but I wasn't seen until a half hour after my apt time . Then was there
another full hour waiting for a basic routine checkup .

NPS:

 by Linda Emmich on 2017-08-02

The whole appointment from start to finish was very professional and organised. The
Vet Texhs were lovely to my big boy! Dr Rosenberg was very informative. He took his
time and explained all of my options for treatment.

NPS:



 by Joe Sipinick on 2017-07-28

Your facility has a warm & comfortable atmosphere. Staff extremely professional,
courteous & most importantly knowledgeable. Our cats test results are not yet
available but we do feel confident in a resolution to his condition soon.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-07-28

Excellent all around

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-07-27

Dr Rosenberg and staff are great and I'm so happy I made the decision to have my
dog tested for her allergies. Money well spent!!! My dog now receives an allergy shot
every 10 days......no more scratching or licking! She was miserable! I highly
recommend allergy testing for your pet and wish I did it sooner!

NPS:

 by Karen Malinowski on 2017-07-21

The services at RVD are pretty unbelievable. From the time we made the
appointment and to everything thereafter has been a great experience. The visit was
thorough and Dr. Budgin was communicative during it and completely explained her
exam throughout. She was knowledgeable, kind and personable. The vet techs were
also amazing and I'm running out of adjectives for everyone! The post-appointment
communication from Laura as we were waiting on tests was prompt and everything
fully explained. I couldn't be more pleased with the services and I really feel like my
dog's health was thought of as an important to their team. Trust me, I quick critic but I
honestly cannot find one negative thing that could be said. Even when I asked to be
put on a cancellation list for a quicker appointment they actually called me and had
one - I always thought these lists were fictitious and offices but not with RVD. True to
their word on everything. I would not hesitate to bring your pet here it is a great
place!!!



NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-07-18

Everyone was very friendly and helpful in explaining procedures, options, and billing
in patient friendly terms.

NPS:

 by Irene DiGrazia on 2017-07-18

My dog received the kindest, most caring and professional treatment we have
experienced. Dr. Budgin was very thorough, gave a detailed analysis, explained
clearly a plan for addressing my dog's skin and other problems. The staff were also
very professional, and helped make a stressful situation easier to take. Thanks again!

NPS:

 by Diane Buck on 2017-07-18

Dr Budgin was wonderful as were all the staff at Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology.
She answered all of my questions thoroughly and thoughtfully. Muey and I thank you
for our excellent experience at RVD. Diane Buck

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-07-14

Everyone took to the time to listen to our concerns, discuss our dog's problems and
provide us with a course of action. Each person we met was friendly and seemed to
really care about our dog. We never felt rushed, and we feel like we can reach out
any time we have a question or concern.

NPS:



 by Jordan Tucker on 2017-07-12

Dr. Budgin is Mr. Snow's life-long dermatologist and (excepting unavailability) will
remain as such.

NPS:

 by Mychelle Torres on 2017-07-08

It was a stressful morning due to an over abundance of rain. The staff and doctor
were kind and efficient in getting my two dogs their exams and proper medications.
They didn't try that rush the process and answered all my questions.

NPS:

 by Leslie Bank on 2017-07-08

I love how they communicate with me and my pet!

NPS:

 by Donna Sturm on 2017-07-07

I can’t express enough how thankful I am to Dr. Budgin & RVD. My cat had a skin
issue, I was constantly taking her to her regular Vet, we were trying different
medications and remedies and she kept getting worse. They thought it was a skin
allergy but she kept getting worse and then just started shutting down-I had to had
feed and water her and she was barely able to open her eyes. I was of course
distraught and thought the worst was inevitable. Then my sister in law told me about
RVD and when we saw Dr. Budgin she diagnosed my cat with the exact skin disease
immediately! Once confirmed we started with the correct medication and she
immediately responded to treatment. It was absolutely amazing she went from lifeless
to showing signs of improvement the next day! A couple weeks later she was back to
her normal chatty playful self and I can’t be more grateful to Dr. Budgin! The staff is
also amazing and they really care about animals especially Liz and Cassie! Thank
you all!

NPS:



 by Amy Saloway on 2017-07-07

Everybody at the office was very helpful and efficient. The staff and the doctor's love
of animals was evident throughout the hour we spent with you. Dr. Budgin explained
the diagnosis and laid out the instructions for Sasha's care and made sure all
procedures were understood. Liz gave us the information about billing and the next
steps for Sasha in a very professional and courteous way. We are very happy with
Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology.

NPS:

 by Kristen Blake on 2017-06-23

Excellent consultation and "bedside" manners.

NPS:

 by Jacqueline Batten on 2017-06-23

I love Dr Rosenberg and his staff, they are always so caring, concerned and
professional, and treat Cleo like one of their own cats! She always feels so much
better after seeing them. :-)

NPS:

 by Janet Hilzenrath on 2017-06-18

Great doctors, great staff, great facilities, no waiting. Even my dog loves coming
here!!

NPS:

 by Elsie Schneider on 2017-06-16

Informative very helpful



NPS:

 by Mary-Rose Ziemba on 2017-06-14

The staff, facility, and Dr. Budgin are polite, smart, efficient and caring: a rare
combination in today's world. They truly care about our pets and I highly recommend
this dermatological veterinary practice.

NPS:

 by Paula Campbell on 2017-06-09

Very thorough

NPS:

 by Amy King on 2017-06-06

Dr. Rosenberg is the BEST! He spent alot of time with Buttercup, and spent even
more time explaining everything to me! Kind and caring and compassionate to both
humans and furry ones! It's worth the 45 minute drive for me! The staff is awesome
too! Friendly, knowledgeable and caring. Thank you to all!

NPS:

 by Staci Rosenberg on 2017-06-06

Very pleasant to deal with!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-06-02



Luckily an out of state vet friend suggested Riverdale after our regular vet tried to
suggest a behavioral specialist for our cat's excessive grooming/hair loss. Dr. Budgin
and the staff are all very patient and kind and treat both clients and their pet friends
with respect. Unlike many human doctors we've experienced, the Dr. and office staff
follow up on everything they say they will do. They are very accessible for questions
and are proactive in their patients' care.

NPS:

 by Nancy Herman on 2017-05-27

What a relief to FINALLY have a diagnosis for our dogs condition. Dr. Rosenberg was
amazing!!

NPS:

 by Anne Carretta on 2017-05-25

Very efficient and timely service by staff. Everyone was most courteous. Dr.
Rosenberg was very helpful in treating my dogs problem. I highly recommend this
veterinary clinic to those pet owners whose pets are plagued by allergies.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-05-25

Very pleased

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-05-23

Fantastic service, very thankful that a place like this exists. My cat has one of the
worst cases of ear wax buildup, and Riverdale was able to remove the wax and repair
her eardrum. They also provide a solution to keep her ears clean over the long term.
Thanks so much.



NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-05-22

Dr. Rosenberg is so knowledgeable and easy to work with. I would recommend him to
anyone with a pet with skin problems.

NPS:

 by Steven Guzman on 2017-05-16

Perfect.

NPS:

 by Leonor Hanlon on 2017-05-16

My experience was wonderful. They spent a lot of time with me during the visit and
explained everything in great detail. I was very impressed!

NPS:

 by Glenn Hamilton on 2017-05-13

Riverdale did a fantastic job taking care of our precious dog!!

NPS:

 by Paula Feinberg on 2017-04-27

I was having severe scratching and biting her fur problems with my bichon frise. my
vet tried allergy injection and allergy pills and it could not be controlled so he referred
me to riverdale dermotology.When tested they discovered it was 45 allergies that she
had. It was so severe that it was not an easy task to control her symptoms. Eventually



she was helped immensely and now on allergy shots she is a different dog. She
rarely scratches and her fur has grown back. I thank them from the bottom of my
heart for pursuing and helping her.

NPS:

 by Donna Sicuranza on 2017-04-18

excellent. Dr. Rosenberg n staff are great

NPS:

 by Ana Rosario on 2017-04-15

Thanks to Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology my Luna is looking and feeling healthy
again. We're happy her vet recommended we bring her here for treatment. They were
able to diagnose and treat her condition to where she is now: Stable under proper
combination of medications.

NPS:

 by Stella Vaccaro on 2017-04-14

everyone is so kind and understand from staff to the doctor and I call for something
they get it done so fast thanks so much!!!!

NPS:

 by Nina Amorim on 2017-04-13

The staff was very helpful. The doctor explained everything and I walked away feeling
that finally someone will help my pet feel better.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2017-04-12

Everyone was amazing there. I only wish they did it all there instead of having to also
have a regular vet. They truly love what they do and take the time to explain
everything down do the cost of each procedure. Just an amazing practice!

NPS:

 by Priscilla Cruz on 2017-04-11

Dr. Budgin and staff have been very helpful and caring the past 8 months my Lillie
has been under their care. Lillie was very ill upon arriving for her visit at Riverdale Vet
Derm. She is now in remission from her rare auto-immune disease. Thank you
Riverdale Vet Derm for helping me help my Lillie and watching her enjoy her quality of
life again.

NPS:

 by Linda Vitale on 2017-04-07

Everyone was very pleasant and professional

NPS:

 by Kris Gusciora on 2017-04-07

Examination and evaluation of my dog was thorough, attentive and professional from
everyone in the office. Ample time was spent examining my bulldog. Ample time was
spent and assessing his issues, which I appreciate. Everyone was pleasant and
welcoming. I fully expect that his issues will be cleared up better than any other Vet
I've visited. Thank you

NPS:

 by Raymond Younghans on 2017-04-06



Dr. Budgin was very personable and informative. She was interested in our
observations and feedback. Rylee is also very comfortable with the staff. When she
began as a patient at Riverdale Dermatology, she was very uncomfortable, very itchy
and suffering hair loss. As a result of her ongoing treatment, she is a very happy and
comfortable dog.

NPS:

 by Clare Hunter on 2017-04-06

My dog's life and mine have been transformed by his allergy shots. Before his shots,
the tiniest irritation would be the catalyst for terrible hotspots and self-mutilation. He
may have one or two small flare-ups, but they are quickly resolved and most times he
doesn't even need his cone. His quality of life is now like a normal dog's, I am so
happy I followed my vet's recommendation to pursue this treatment.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-03-31

Dr. Budgin gave our Big Guy a very extensive exam. I have to commend the Good
Dr. of something I never thought to ask his PCP to do, which was, measuring the
lipomas he has. Dr Budgin ,Nurse Janina and the young lady that brought water for
our pup we are very thankful for your care and attention to all our Big Guy's needs at
our 1st office visit March 29th. Also,we want everyone to know that we live in the
shore area and Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology was sooooo worth the 2hour trip in
how they treated our pup's problems, the expertise was much more than we had
hoped for. Thankyou all see you in a month

NPS:

 by Maria MacTaggart on 2017-03-29

The offices are very nice & clean, staff very friendly and the doctor knowledgable and
very good with Murphy. .

NPS:



 by Kathryn Monahan on 2017-03-24

Can't say enough good things about this practice. My dog has been a patient for 4
years. The Dr and staff take the time to answer each and every question and
concern. This group takes a conservative approach to allergies.. Exhausting all
options before prescribing long term meds. Office is very responsive to all emails

NPS:

 by Deborah Brock on 2017-03-23

My dog Hunter has been doing great since going to Riverdale Dermatology. The staff
there is wonderful and they took extra good care of him. Since visiting them Hunter
has had no more allergic reaction. The medicine they gave him has been working
fantastic.

NPS:

 by Mara Doloroso on 2017-03-23

We had a very positive experience and appreciate you being able to determine what
was causing Bella discomfort. We appreciate your professionalism and even the
detailed instructions you sent us home with to help Bella get better.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-03-22

The staff has always been wonderful to us and our dog. They were very helpful to us
when were preparing to live abroad temporarily. Dr. Rosenberg is also fantastic and
we are very satisfied with the care he provides our dog and we feel like our dog is in
good hands. He has helped us keep our dog's skin allergies under control, including
with a great shampoo recommendation.

NPS:

 by Renee Woods on 2017-03-22



We were extremely happy with the service we received from start to finish! We have
been trying to get Daisy's issues resolved for months with other vets and we now feel
that we are working toward a positive outcome. Dr. Budgin made us feel comfortable
and also made Daisy comfortable by kneeling on the floor for the exam. The vet tech
was also very good and extremely knowledgeable. Thank you for taking such great
care of Daisy!

NPS:

 by Jane Anne McCaw on 2017-03-17

I was very pleased with the care my dog received. Dr. Rosenberg was very thorough
with the exam and I am confident my dog is on the road to recovery. Most of all, my
rather timid pit mix was comfortable and that to me says it all.

NPS:

 by Susan Baliatico on 2017-03-16

The Doctor was very thorough and made me feel confident we will figure out what is
going on with my dog's hair loss.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-03-14

Not satisfied at all!!!!. She performed a procedure that my dog already had done 3
weeks prior and test came back negative. Told her this and she insisted saying a dr
can perform a different way and possibly find something.NEGATIVE again. Charged
me for it $ 130. Continued with her evaluation and at the end,She said she was not
sure what the problem was. He had lesions all over him. Prescribed him two meds.
Total was 600. And all in all. The meds did nothing. Still had the problem!!!so how can
you charge that much. Telling me you do not know what it is but charge that price and
perform a test he had done at the last doctor. (guess what I did)Change his food. And
magic. All his symptoms went away. Mention this to her if it could be his food. She
said very unlikely. 75%-90% no. And then she was trying to convince to do a biopsy
for 1300 dollars. Clearly getting rich over night! Taking advantage of people with there
pets are sick.

NPS:



 by Ingrid Ciaston on 2017-03-14

Just dropped by to pick up some medications on this trip, but the girls at the front
desk were fast, efficient, and friendly. Always glad to see that.

NPS:

 by Lisset Penton on 2017-03-13

The best overall! Clean and appealing office. Friendly, knowledgeable and
accommodating staff. Dr Rosenberg is very kind and caring. He is a very fine and self
confident veterinarian. His expertise is evident in the practice growth by referrals. I
haven't met the associate veterinarian but am certain that she must be equally as
excellent. See you on the 23rd for Daisy's follow up!

NPS:

 by Lisset Penton on 2017-03-03

Very knowledgeable and kind. We see Dr Rosenberg but I'm sure all the vets are
great! I'm always recommending them to my friendly pet parents!

NPS:

 by Kirsten Sossin on 2017-02-24

Dr. Budgin was very thorough in her exam of my Lambchop. Everything explained to
me clearly. She is very up front on treatment etc. I highly recommend Dr. Budgin, she
truly cares and is very compassionate.

NPS:

 by Paula Biagini on 2017-02-17



Everyone was so helpful and pleasant from start to finish! I know Millie is in good
hands, would recommend Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology to anyone who asks,
without hesitation!

NPS:

 by Daniel Patton on 2017-02-11

Fantastic knowledgeable and friendly staff.

NPS:

 by Linda Galvan on 2017-02-08

The staff at the Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology are very helpful, knowledgeable
and experienced with dealing with skin issues for pets. After working with our vet to
help Bandit, they recommended that we try this vet for his skin problems. After
several months of treatments, his skin and hair was back to normal.

NPS:

 by Karen Romanowski on 2017-02-08

The doctors and staff are very good Without their help our cat Stewie would still be
scratching and miserable. He now is more comfortable and his fur has grown back.
We definitely would recommend this practice to anyone needing a dermatologist for
their pet.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-02-04

Receptionist does not understand when you ask to please send medicine script to
your primary vet so you can get a refill. Her favorite line was "I don't understand what
you are asking" You repeat yourself several times and she still does not understand.
Our primary vet had to call to get what they needed. We called to speak with the vet
and they don't return calls. Not happy this time around with them.



NPS:

 by Lorna MiQuiabas on 2017-01-31

Friendly and knowledgeable staff and Dr Rosenberg is an excellent dermatology vet.

NPS:

 by Deborah Maloy on 2017-01-25

The Dr. was just about everything you could want or expect! Ditto the staff. We are
quite pleased with our experiences at Riverdale. So are Max and Molly Redfox

NPS:

 by Alden Bhatia on 2017-01-25

All of the staff at RVD are incredibly kind and compassionate. They really take their
time with me during my dog's appointments to make sure I fully understand
everything and have the opportunity to ask as many questions as I need. It's so
apparent how much all of the staff love animals, so my dog is always excited about
her visits. After my dog's diagnosis, Dr. Rosenberg laid out all of her treatment
options, so we could decide the best course of action. Treatment is going very well
and I am so relieved to have finally found the root of her symptoms. They are also
super responsive to emails, which I appreciate.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-01-24

I have been taking my beloved Samoyed to Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology since
he is a year old. First with Dr. Rhodes, which she was wonderful and help my pet
through some rough issues. Dr. Rhodes practice is now with Dr. Rosenberg, I can't
say enough about Dr. Rosenberg - he recently helped my pet through another issue
which he is coming along wonderfully. Dr. Rosenberg and his staff are heartfelt,
warm, answer all your questions, very considerate and are out there to help you and
your pet get through any situation - highly recommend.



NPS:

 by Ann Cox on 2017-01-24

My GSD has all types of skin allergies. Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology did a full
panel of tests to determine exactly what she's allergic to. Her treatment has improved
the condition significantly, and they keep our regular vet informed of her treatment
and progress. I highly recommend them.

NPS:

 by Lynn Howells on 2017-01-24

Every time we take Molly for a visit she gets excellent care and attention. On top of
the professional skill we really see that everyone really cares about her well being. It
has made such a difference to her and the whole family.

NPS:

 by Dale Terilli on 2017-01-21

Dr. Budgin and Nicole were wonderful.. It was my 1st visit with my Dog . The office
was clean the staff was welcoming. I Besides a very Thorough exam to diagnose a
skin disorder, we received meds , 3 mos supply flea med to take internally instead of
topically. I was not prepared for the total amount, so that was more than I anticipated.
I feel confident that My Dog had necessary treatment to heal her condition.

NPS:

 by Emma Ritter on 2017-01-15

The staff at Riverdale has been exceptional in providing care for my Ricky!

NPS:



 by Rosemarie Kinney on 2017-01-14

Friendly, caring staff with unsurpassed medical expertise. Wouldn't go anywhere else
with my lovable pitbull!

NPS:

 by Aurora Sanchez on 2017-01-14

I'm vert happy how my visit went with dr, Rosenberg, something that I been trying to
fix for years was fix in one day. My 10 year old Yorkie is not scratching as much as
she was very please thank Dr.Rosenberg

NPS:

 by Michaele Esposito on 2017-01-05

I was very impressed with the thoroughness of the exam my dog received. The doctor
came highly recommended and did not disappoint. She is knowledgeable and
personable. We are happy we came.

NPS:

 by Susan Maxon on 2017-01-05

I'm so happy I had testing done for my dogs allergies and wish I did it sooner. Dr
Rosenberg and his staff are wonderful!! I chose to give my dog the shot every 10
days and she is like a different dog. I couldn't be happier!!!

NPS:

 by Frank Ajosa on 2017-01-04

A bit expensive but very thorough. Explained each step and what to expect. Very
courteous and seemed sincere.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2017-01-03

Great service!

NPS:

 by Cynthia King on 2016-12-23

I was extremely happy with the courteous and friendly staff. As always it was great to
see Dr. Budgin and very happy with the progress Mady is making.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-12-23

I was very pleased with how thorough RVD was when it came to investigate the
reason for Missy's Dermatological problems and look forward to see an improvement
soon!

NPS:

 by Diane Bender on 2016-12-22

I was very impressed with Dr. Rosenberg and his staff. They were extremely friendly
and I liked that they didn't put my dog up on a table, but let her walk around the room.
The doctor seems very knowledgeable and I am hoping that my dog's skin issues will
be resolved soon.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-12-22



They spent a lot of time getting to know my dogs habits and routines and had a ton of
questions. Took time to explain the course of treatment and truly cared about a
successful outcome.

NPS:

 by Alysa Schuhalter on 2016-12-21

Dr and assistant were kind, knowledgeable, and exhibited patience and
understanding

NPS:

 by Carolyn Gerdes on 2016-12-09

Dr. Budgin was outstanding. She did a comprehensive and detailed exam of my dog
and throughly explained her findings and suggestions. I have been to RVD in the past
with other pets and have always received top notch care and concern for the well
being of my pets.

NPS:

 by Maggie Slawinski on 2016-12-09

The staff were so kind and professional. Dr. Budgin gave Chewy the most thorough
exam. Was great for me. Don't know if Chewy feels the same. Lol Seriously, a very
positive visit.

NPS:

 by Ann Langley on 2016-12-04

I was very pleased with the time and attention I received on my first visit to RVD. Dr.
Budgin gave Luna a very thorough examination and was very gentle and caring while
doing so. Her nurse Janina was fantastic. She was also very caring and handled Luna



wonderfully. She thoroughly explained and recapped our entire visit, which made it
quite easy for me to go home and start Luna's treatments without any questions. We
are off to a good start.

NPS:

 by Mireille Goldstone on 2016-12-02

Professional ans pleasant athmosphere. Doctor and staff are knowledgeable, efficient
and kind to the animals. The waiting time is minimal. Little pricey is the only negative,
but maybe justified by the level of care. Thank you.

NPS:

 by Melissa Spencer on 2016-11-29

My dog's allergies are not cured but the symptoms are so much more manageable
after visiting Riverdale Vetinary dermatology. It was hard to know when we needed to
see a dermantologist, but after a year of no relief from my general vet, it was time! In
hindsight I would seen the dermatologist as soon as my general vet recommended
immunotherapy. The derms just st know so much more about different therapies, and
have a better chance at getting it right!

NPS:

 by Antonietta Apollonio on 2016-11-23

My Bing has been suffering with allergies for over 6 years. We've tried many
medications and tests but none that worked. We finally were referred to try Riverdale
Veterinary Dermatology. I have terrible allergies too, so I knew he really needed skin
testing like I have had. We met Dr. Rosenberg and I knew he would help him. We
went to the new White Plains location. It is small but as long as they can do the things
they need to do (testing, evaluations, medications), I don't care. We left with 4
medications, and a plan to find a way to help my baby. We are scheduled for skin
testing in 2 weeks but even with the medications, he is already less itchy. We are
super excited for his results from the upcoming testing. Bing loved them all and had
no issues being there. The Dr. and staff were super knowledgeable and everyone
was very nice. I would recommend them to any pet parent with a pup suffering with
allergies and skin issues.

NPS:



 by Anthony Mastrangelo on 2016-11-19

This is a wonderful vet office. I received a text and an email to confirm my
appointment, then I received a text to remind me of my appointment. I found this to be
very convenient. The staff was extremely knowledgeable, friendly, and very
accommodating. They also schedule appointments so that there is vertically no
waiting. I've taken my dog here about 4 times, and we have never seen another dog
in the waiting room, which is great for us because my dog doesn't like other dogs.
The vets there are very thourogh and they try to minimize costs whenever possible.
An excellent group all around.

NPS:

 by Diane Langmuir on 2016-11-18

So professional and yet personal

NPS:

 by Michael Gee on 2016-11-17

Very attentive and thorough. Would recommend

NPS:

 by AnnMarie Evans on 2016-11-15

Very professional . I felt comfortable asking all of my questions.

NPS:

 by Karen Brembt on 2016-11-01



I highly recommend Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology. Our beagle has server alleges
and Dr. Budgin was our vet. She checked him over from his nose to his tail, leaving
nothing out. We are working together on his skin allergies. Dr. Budgin is very nice,
caring and patient with her clients. She is willing to sit down and explain in detail on
what she is doing and what our next step is for our dog.

NPS:

 by Donna Sicuranza on 2016-10-19

Dr. Rosenberg was excellent. He was super nice and helpful and so was his
assistant. I'm so happy to find a dermatologist in Westchester County.

NPS:

 by Mary Corey on 2016-10-16

oso was very happy to meet you! a little pricey!

NPS:

 by Kathryn Jafarzadeh on 2016-10-11

Dr Rosenberg zeroed in on the my pet's problem. Very happy with the DX & TX.

NPS:

 by Pam Goldenberg on 2016-10-11

The only vet I will cross the GWB for. Outstanding. I recommend Dr Rosenberg to
everyone and he is absolutely worth the trip. He does not waste your time or money
with unnecessary procedures and I trust him implicitly. His staff is wonderful and
made my dog extremely comfortable.

NPS:



 by Pam Goldenberg on 2016-10-11

I travel from Queens to see Dr Rosenberg and wouldn't trust my pets to anyone else.
You can't find a more competent and compassionate group of veterinary
professionals and I would recommend them without hesitation.

NPS:

 by Javier Tovar on 2016-10-08

Totally professionalism and deatailed

NPS:

 by Leith Mace on 2016-10-08

Riverdate Veterinary Dermatology has excellent doctors and a very caring staff. They
do not do unnecessary testing on your animal and get to the root of the problem and
fix it. I am beyond pleased with the results from my Suzanne and her skin condition.
She is 100% better and cured. Thank you.

NPS:

 by Bill Racko on 2016-10-08

We thought that Dr Rosenberg was very through in his evaluation of our dog.He
listened to our description of the symptoms and medical history of our dog. Took
samples of the infected areas ,examined them with a microscope, evaluated the
findings and recommended a plan to alleviate the problem. We are seeing early
indications that the medications are taking effect. We are impressed with the
professionalism of the entire staff. Dr Rosenberg is extremely competent in his field of
vetrenairian dermatology. Would highly recommend him for animals with extreme
allergy problems.

NPS:



 by Susan Destefano on 2016-10-07

Cody and I were seen promptly after our arrival. Dr Budgin examined him from nose
to the tip of his tail. She prescribed a new medication for his itching, and I have a
good idea of the next steps in his care plan.

NPS:

 by Kathleen Sisco on 2016-10-06

To be Very Truthful, i was surprised with the amount of time & the in depth exam
given to my fur baby. I never knew you existed but am so grateful i found you. Saw
you on the ch 12 sunday news. The meds you gave cha cha seemed to work
immediately on the first dose given. What a relief to see her resting without scratching
so often. Thank You So Much. Kathy Sisco

NPS:

 by Lauren Burckhard on 2016-10-04

Staff was very nice . Nurse tech was very compassionate with my dog. Facility was
very clean. Can't express enough how great Dr. Budgin is!

NPS:

 by Ronnie Singer on 2016-10-04

Concerned, caring quality professional staff and superb medical care for our 8 year
old miniature Labradoodles.

NPS:

 by Emory Thomas on 2016-10-01



Dr. Rosenberg gave us confidence that he will be able to correct Jackie's lifelong skin
allergies and subsequent ongoing infections. Jackie seemed at ease with Dr.
Rosenberg and Nicole. We are very happy to have Jackie in their care. Em and Bob
Thomas

NPS:

 by Marguerite Mattessich on 2016-09-30

Everyone in the office is a pleasure to speak with and the doctor took the time to
answer any questions or concerns we had!

NPS:

 by Priscilla Cruz on 2016-09-28

I was very impressed with the facility and the care provided to my pet. She is in a lot
of pain and discomfort and it was special to me that so much time and compassion
was provided.

NPS:

 by Antonio Ferraz on 2016-09-26

Great customer service! Caring and professional. Thank you.

NPS:

 by Susan Meier on 2016-09-23

I have taken my dog to Riverdale for many years and have never had an issue with
the Drs. Or any staff members. I love the TLC given to Bella.

NPS:



 by Arleen Coyle on 2016-09-22

Very compassionate, thorough and knowledgeable. I went to Dr. Rosenberg for a
second opinion and most important to me was that he really cared about my dog and
his comfort. He patiently listened to all of my concerns and determined the best
course of treatment. Unfortunately, my dog has a very rare auto-immune disease with
no cure so it is very important to have the best specialist available. I am so happy I
found mt way to Dr. Rosenberg. I would highly recommend this practice.

NPS:

 by Samuel Damato on 2016-09-17

Very professional. In depth explanation and extremely knowledgeable ! Now we just
have to find a food that Zeus likes and agrees with his stomach.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-09-15

Everyone is so friendly and caring!

NPS:

 by Karen Twomey on 2016-09-14

Dr. Rosenberg was great with Leo and explaining the process of what he was going
to do. He was very clear in explaining the instructions for how to proceed with
treatment for Leo to get better.

NPS:

 by Arlene Jurovitsky on 2016-09-14

I would absolutely recommend this vet dermatology practice. They are extremely
skilled diagnosticians. Dr. Rosenberg is a pleasure to work with as are all of the staff.



Ears & skin/allergy issues are a nightmare for pet owners and pets to deal with when
left untreated or improperly treated. I have had great success with Dr. Rosenberg
treating both my dog and cat.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-09-03

Very friendly and efficient staff. The rooms are clean and the doctor takes the time to
explain everything to you. Everyone was kind to my dog and treated him like their
own. I would recommend this place to anyone. Very knowledgeable staff.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-09-03

We had our first appointment, and we are confident that they are going to figure out
what is causing my dogs itching. We were pleasantly surprised about how much time
Dr. Rosenberg spent with us.

NPS:

 by Penelope Taylor on 2016-09-02

This was my first appointment and so happy I switched to a specialist regarding my
Chijack's seasonal allergies.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-09-01

Dr. Rosenberg and his staff are awesome! My dog had terrible allergies and itching
that was driving him crazy! He is now itch free and his coat looks great! They are all
very caring and take the time to explain everything! I highly recommend them!

NPS:



 by Ruthann Gunn on 2016-08-29

Staff and doctors very caring gentle with my dog buddy first time there. Would highly
recommend!!

NPS:

 by Patricia Bakay on 2016-08-27

I do not think they call back quick enough when a dog is in distress as mine is this
week. I also believe that I was overcharged for 10 hydroxyzine 25 mg pills yesterday.
How could they cost me $25.85 for only 10 pills when I pay $36.85 for 120 pills every
other time? I will bring this up during my visit this Monday. Not my best experience
with this office.

NPS:

 by Andrea Brewer on 2016-08-27

In one visit, Dr. Rosenberg diagnosed and prescribed treatment that resolved Dylan's
stubborn skin issues. He is very thorough, does not rush and is very gentle and kind
with Dylan. He and all of the staff are a pleasure to work with, and I highly
recommend the practice for any animal with skin issues.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-08-26

Very friendly office. Our large dog was comfortable with the Dr. and was evaluated
and diagnosed very satisfactorily. All questions were answered and Dr. took great
care to make sure he explained his diagnosis. We will be back for follow up in a few
weeks. We would recommend Riverdale Veterinary Dermatolgy to friends.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2016-08-25

Minimal wait. Friendly staff. Doctor took time to explain her thoughts on the condition
of the cat. uyh215oppppppppppppppp May need to do future follow up elsewhere.
Cost for visit was too expensive for someone in my situation

NPS:

 by Karen Breitman on 2016-08-25

Thank you for handling my dog with such care & concern. Finally, I feel her allergies
will be treated appropriately!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-08-24

Barely any wait upon arrival. The office was quiet, clean and inviting. The vet tech
and vet were pleasant, professional and personable.they were knowledgeable and
I'm confident in the Dr's diagnosis (just started meds so we'll see - i see improvement
after 2 days though). The ease of making an appointment and various methods of
communication make appointments a breeze. Cost isn't cheap but they are specialist
so I expected as much. I highly recommend them!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-08-18

The costs are a bit unfair, but the workers are knowledgeable.

NPS:

 by Beverly Dcruz on 2016-08-18

Great experience! The doctor was knowledgeable and kind, listened and gave
recommdations. Highly recommend this facility.



NPS:

 by Linda Duva on 2016-08-16

Picked up Mickys meds yesterday.They were waiting for me, girl at desk sweet as
always and then they faxed in my insurance form.I am always happy with the people
and the competence and integrity of the whole staff.

NPS:

 by Karen Romanowski on 2016-08-15

Dr Rosenberg and the entire staff is very knowledgeable. With their help, our cat
Stewie has grown his fur back. They treat him as one of their own. Definitely would
recommend them for Dermatology problems.

NPS:

 by Jacquelyn Pruiksma on 2016-08-14

Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology offers a thorough review of a patient's history,
examination and diagnosis. Our cat had an unresolved skin condition which had him
constantly biting an area on his leg, to the point of infection. He wore an e-collar for
over a year. Previous medications from our regular vet did not help. Our holistic vet
recognized that he needed a specialist's care. His condition was diagnosed as a rare
precancerous condition. With carefully monitored meds, blood work and urinalysis, he
has emerged from a dangerous condition to a healthy state. He is maintaining well,
no longer has any active skin lesions. His hair from the lesion site has grown back.
His appetite has returned to normal as has his sweet self. We appreciate this
wonderful practice for all that has been done for our cat's health and quality of life.
The staff work wonderfully with the patient, client, and vet, a great team. Thank you!

NPS:

 by Raymond Younghans on 2016-08-12



Rylee's quality of life has greatly improved under the care of Dr, Radwanski. The
combination of prescription drugs and the vaccine, formulated to deal with specific
allergens which are problematic to our dog, have helped enormously. Dr. Radwanski
is very personable. She makes Rylee comfortable and relaxed, never seeming to be
rushed. Her explanations are thorough and she answers any questions which Debbi
or I may have. The technicians who have assisted are also very likeable people. We
are completely happy with our experience at Riverdale and would highly recommend
your practice to anyone who has a pet in need.

NPS:

 by Diana Schlesinger on 2016-08-09

Our cat Sophie had a recurring scab on her shoulder which became very worrisome.
Primary vet's advice was to "keep it clean" but when it came back the 3rd time, we
knew we needed a specialist. Riverdale Dermatology is beautiful, clean, and staffed
by wonderful caring people. Sophie was thoroughly examined and the offending spot
excised and analyzed. OTC allergy meds were recommended and there has been no
recurrence. Very pleased.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-08-04

My experience has been very pleasurable. I have only great things to say about
them!!

NPS:

 by Judy Antonucci on 2016-08-04

My cat receives the very best of care at RVD. Dr Rosenberg and his staff are very
caring and compassionate with the animals. He takes his time to explain the
diagnosis and treatment plan, keeps in contact with your primary veterinarian so you
receive the best outcome for your pet. You won't be disappointed!

NPS:



 by Anon on 2016-08-03

Excellent care..my dog is on his way to bring his own healthy self.

NPS:

 by David Roberts on 2016-08-03

Very professional, helpful, and patient team!

NPS:

 by Lauren Morin on 2016-08-02

After 7 months of scratching and bleeding, our frenchie Trooper, has finally found
relief after one month of visits with Dr Rosenberg. It's amazing what a correct
diagnosis and medications can do. We are so thankful to have found Riverdale, they
were able to get him an appointment so quickly when hearing his severity. I can't say
enough positive things about their services, they are so attentive and caring that we
would recommend them to everyone.

NPS:

 by Barbara Wright on 2016-08-02

Excellent care provided. I highly recommend riverdale vets you cannot find more
compassionate doctors!!

NPS:

 by Jill Coletti on 2016-07-28

Very satisfied and finally a resolution to my Ruby's allergy issues !! Great, friendly
staff as well. ~JC

NPS:



 by Laura Gutjahr on 2016-07-27

Dr. Rosenberg was knowledgeable and thorough. I would recommend him without
hesitation.

NPS:

 by Claire Weiss on 2016-07-22

Excellent experience at the Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology practice. Dr.
Rosenberg was super helpful and patient, explaining his methods and processes
clearly. The staff was extraordinary and thorough. Incredibly clean and state-of-the-art
technology. Would definitely recommend.

NPS:

 by Dona Whalen on 2016-07-21

I am very happy with the doctors and staff at Riverdale Dermatology. The doctor ( Dr
Rosenberg ) gave my Westie a very good amt of time at her visit. He explained the
medications and gave me education as to her condition and treatment plan. I highly
recommend this practice.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-07-19

I was so impressed by how much Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology was able to help
my dog with his skin allergies. They are very helpful and knowledgable. He has done
great on the medication that they recommended. I would recommend them to any
other pet owner whose furry kid has allergy issues that could not be resolved at their
local vet.

NPS:



 by Rebecca Avallone on 2016-07-18

Great, professional and the staff and doctors are wonderful!

NPS:

 by Jim Carr on 2016-07-18

Prompt service. Friendly staff. Dr. spent a good amount of time with our dog who was
new to the practice. Will return for a checkup to see if it is helping with her skin
condition. Thank you

NPS:

 by Gary Walther on 2016-07-15

Everyone is caring and knowledgeable. I feel comfortable with the staff and Dr
Rosenberg. The office feels more like visiting someone's home than going to a Dr.'s
office. I highly recommend this office!

NPS:

 by Theresa Duran on 2016-07-15

Always a pleasure dealing with the caring and professional staff at RVD

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-07-15

We were at our wits end with our Jack Russell Terrier, Lucy's allergies. At our first
appointment, we were made to feel comfortable and very hopeful that our dog's
allergies were going to be resolved. It is now 3 1/2 years later, and Lucy is doing
wonderful. No more itching and chewing the fur off her feet. She now lives a
comfortable life.

NPS:



 by Rosemarie Kinney on 2016-07-15

Very caring staff, flexible with scheduling, and understanding of the various possible
conditions.

NPS:

 by Ronnie Singer on 2016-07-15

Extremely professional and knowledgeable.

NPS:

 by Leslie Bank on 2016-07-15

I travel an hour to Dr. Rosenberg and don't regret a minute. He and his staff are
totally attuned to my cat and me! Their knowledge and skills are exemplary. I always
leave feeling confident in their advice, and my cat and I are doing great now! If I have
a question, I can call or email, and their rapid responsiveness is greatly appreciated.
And, I especially like how they keep my general veterinarian informed every step of
the way. Doctors for humans could learn valuable lessons from this veterinary
practice!

NPS:

 by Donna Bobrowski on 2016-07-14

As usual, Dr. R was caring and diagnostic with Lindsey's condition. I'm happy she
checked that little lump by her spine. And I never go anywhere else to have Lindsey's
nails dremmeled. I have recommended Riverdale Vet Dermatology to other dog
owners and will continue to do so.

NPS:



 by Edward & Sandra Folb on 2016-07-14

Our Cavalier Wyatt has received excellent care at Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology.
Dr. Radeanski are Staff are always very attentive and caring. Wyatt's treatments have
been very successful.

NPS:

 by JoAnne Corallo on 2016-07-14

The staff ay RVD is friendly. Dr. Radwanski is caring and interested in Teddy's health
and well being. She does not rush you out of the office. She has a thorough
discussion and offers helpful advice. Before leaving she reminds you to call if there
are any changes, concerns or questions.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-07-14

All staff is always receptive, welcoming, and knowledgeable. Medications and
procedures are thoroughly explained, and I have confidence that we are receiving the
best care possible.

NPS:

 by Lorna MiQuiabas on 2016-07-13

Friendly staff and excellent Vet Dr. Rosenberg

NPS:

 by Diane Weibel on 2016-07-13

Your pet will be in excellent hands here. They provide excellent care and are experts
with treating skin conditions and allergies. They are also incredibly organized and
provide you with tons of information to help you understand your pet's conditions and
how to deal with them. I wish human doctors were as informative! Our bulldog had



severe allergies that were causing him horrible yeast infections and skin infections.
The doctors and technicians were compassionate and finally made our big boy
comfortable.

NPS:

 by Mary Jo Oakley on 2016-07-13

Our sweet miniature schnauzer suffered for years before we found this practice. Dr.
Helton-Rhodes made a correct diagnosis immediately, and within weeks of his first
appointment our boy's skin was healed, his coat was growing in, and best of all, he'd
stopped the constant scratching. Leo continued to enjoy many itch-free years after Dr.
Radwanski took over his care. After he died last year we received a letter from the
American College of Veterinary Dermatology notifying us that a donation had been
made in his name by Dr. Rosenberg, with the funds put towards dermatologic disease
research. A very caring and friendly staff during Leo's life, and even after.

NPS:

 by Jacqueline Batten on 2016-07-13

Dr Rosenberg and his staff (including Liz) were wonderful to Cleo. They treated her
with compassion and helped sort out her allergy flare up. It's so nice to be helped by
such compassionate people (it didn't hurt that they think Cleo is adorable! haha).

NPS:

 by Percy Salas on 2016-07-13

I've the worst experience ever , customers service the worst to me -5 stars

NPS:

 by Margaret Varetoni on 2016-07-13

I took my shih tzu into the Riverdale vet because he had a lump that needed
investigation..Everyone was so professional and kind, I felt very confident with the



process..Knowing the dog was going into NYC for the dog show they took extra care
with his coat and removed the lump without a problem...Great service and kind
people...what could be better. margaret

NPS:

 by Joyce Spina on 2016-07-13

We took our very sick English bulldog to Riverdale and we were very pleased with the
service. Although it was too late for our beloved pet, it confirmed what we thought and
made it easier for us to make a very hard decision. I only wish we had known about a
dermatology specialist sooner. Not only were they were they sympatic, at the end,
they made a donation on behalf of our pet to fund research to help fight the disease.
When we do get another bulldog, Riverdale will be part of our pets care providers. I
would definitely give them 5 stars.

NPS:

 by Colleen Hintz on 2016-07-12

Excellent care physically by a very caring staff

NPS:

 by Darlene Pantano on 2016-07-12

I have been taking my German Shepherd there for the past few years because he
has severe allergies /they have been very helpful in getting him on the path to making
him comfortable and feeling much better

NPS:

 by Lynne Warshaw on 2016-07-12

I am extremely pleased with the care Dickens has received from Dr. Rosenberg and
his staff.



NPS:

 by Lauren Connell on 2016-07-11

penelope has improved greatly, but at an extremely high price.

NPS:

 by Dale Jones on 2016-07-10

Excellent friendly caring thorough. I would recommend going here first than trying to
guess the problem with your vet. Your pet will get a thorough exam and leave there
with a solid diagnosis and treatment. My cat almost died from years of quick fix meds
from my vet for skin issues. Price is reasonable and worth it. Mr Mac is in the best
shape he's been in his entire life!

NPS:

 by Carol Rosen on 2016-07-09

The caring attention Molly receives at RVD is excellent, and efficient. I have often
wished that more health care providers of human beings was equal to what my dog
receives at RVD. When Molly is being seen by Dr. Rosenberg I feel as if she is his
only patient.

NPS:

 by Melissa Singlevich on 2016-07-08

Everyone was professional and courteous and pretty much on time which is important
to me.

NPS:



 by Darcy Litt on 2016-07-07

The staff is very professional and helpful. Dr. Rosenberg was great. He explained in
detail my dog's diagnosis and the recommended treatment. I was very pleased with
the whole experience, and my dog was much more relaxed, than he is at his regular
vet's office. I have already recommended Dr. Rosenberg to 2 people.

NPS:

 by Diana Hyde on 2016-07-07

The staff is wonderful! The are very friendly and very organized.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-07-07

I would definitely recommend this dermatologist. They are very professional and on
top of everything. Just about the most organized place I have ever taken my dog too.
Dr. Rosenberg really cares about your pets well being. I have an 8 year old shih tzu
who had a skin infection and horrible allergies, and he is doing much better, four
weeks after our first visit. The only downside is that these appointments and
treatments are super expensive. My first visit was $880 and my second visit was
$550. However, if you are concerned only about your pets well-being, it is far worth it!

NPS:

 by Marta Rogido on 2016-07-07

Caring, very professional staff. Minimal waiting time.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-07-07

When my dog first went to Riverdale Vet Dermatology, he was miserable - his skin
was flaky and itchy everywhere, and his fur was coming out in clumps. After several



years of trying hypoallergenic diets and a variety of medications, we saw Dr.
Radwanski. In about 6 weeks, my dog was almost completely cured. I couldn't be
happier!

NPS:

 by Marcel Espinoza on 2016-07-05

thank you for getting down to the root of our bulldog's allergies. He is already clean
for over 2 years and we are so happy (so is he)

NPS:

 by Doreen Rose on 2016-07-04

Love of their chosen field of veterinary medicine; which is demonstrated whenever
they bond with your "baby," is evident by the level of care given with empathy. Most
importantly, respect for their patients' family! I personally enjoy the animal trivia slide
show. Entertaining and informative. I would recommend the Riverdale Veterinary
office and will return if Cole or King's problem recurs or if referred.

NPS:

 by Lynn And John O'Brien on 2016-07-03

Continue to value the professionalism, friendliness and concern of the staff for Lily.
Transition from Dr Rhodes to Dr Radwanski has been smooth, and we feel Lily
remains in expert hands. We are grateful for the time taken to explain and discuss her
condition.

NPS:

 by Ingrid Ciaston on 2016-07-02

Staff is friendly and knowledgeable. Dr is top notch.

NPS:




